LAND ROVER LR2
2015

THE 2015 LAND ROVER LR2 HAS NEVER BEEN
MORE READY FOR ADVENTURE
Combining Land Rover capability and versatility with striking lines
and up-to-the-minute technologies, it packs as much in as you do.
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Land Rover LR2 is designed and engineered to take whatever life throws at it. With Land Rover DNA
at its heart, its eminent capability is proven. Whether you’re chasing the surf, in town or cruising down a
highway, the Land Rover LR2 is a fully formed SUV in a more compact form.

Vehicle shown left is HSE in Loire Blue.
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A glance at the vehicle’s purposeful stance and contemporary looks tells you its design cues are of the
moment. Sleek lines and sophisticated styling combine to create an exciting profile and silhouette.
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Vehicle shown is HSE in Santorini Black.

The Land Rover LR2 has performed in temperatures ranging from -40ºF to +120ºF. It has been driven at
altitudes of up to 14,000 feet. And it benefits from excellent approach and departure angles, coupled with
generous ground clearance to tackle the toughest of terrains.

Vehicle shown above is HSE in Loire Blue.
Vehicle shown left is HSE in Loire Blue.
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If the Land Rover LR2 was born to perform in the most challenging conditions, it was also created to do
so on the most challenging terrains. All-terrain technologies featured in the Land Rover LR2 include Hill
Descent Control (HDC®) that takes the strain out of negotiating those difficult slopes and the renowned
Terrain Response® which automatically optimizes traction and driveability by adapting to the
demands of the terrain.*

Vehicle shown is HSE in Loire Blue, with optional wheels.
*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.
Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.
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The Land Rover LR2 is equally at home on road as it is off it. Whether you’re heading down a
winding coastal highway or negotiating traffic in town, the drive is responsive, controlled and
sure. Terrain Response® proves its worth on tarmac in just the same way it does on gravel or
sand. Ensuring you arrive at your destination in the most unruffled and relaxed way.

Vehicle shown is HSE in Loire Blue, with optional wheels.
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Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.

The interior of the Land Rover LR2 has been created to provide a light and airy space that is both
comfortable and understated, with simple flowing lines and intuitively placed controls. A range of trim
options and personal touches help emphasize individual tastes.

Interior images show HSE LUX in Ivory premium Windsor leather and optional navigation system.
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The Land Rover LR2 Command Driving Position greatly improves the view of the road ahead and provides
better visibility of the vehicle’s corners.* The driver’s seat is optimized for comfort and support with six-way
adjustment so it proves even more invaluable on those longer journeys. Settle into the cockpit and you’ll
soon see why being above other traffic has distinct advantages.

Vehicle shown above is HSE in Loire Blue.
Interior images show HSE LUX in Ivory premium Windsor leather, optional navigation system and optional Grand Black Lacquer finish.
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*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.
Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.

The Land Rover LR2 naturally accommodates five adults with ease. Everyone benefits from generous leg,
head and shoulder room. They can all enjoy the view too as the rear passengers sit in Stadium Seating that
is 2 inches higher than those in the front. Added to which, the loadspace is as generous as it is versatile.
With 39.4 inches between the rear wheel arches and rear seats which are configured in a 60:40 split that
can be adjusted with ease, it’s large enough to take you and everything you need.

Interior images show HSE LUX in Ivory premium Windsor leather, optional navigation system and optional Grand Black Lacquer finish.
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If you want to get closer to the music, you’ll love the sound system in the Land Rover LR2. There is the standard
Meridian™ Audio System, or optional 17 speaker*† 825W Meridian™ Surround Sound Audio System, both with MP3
connectivity as standard.
The Land Rover LR2 is also fitted with a rear view camera** as standard which displays images from behind the vehicle
on the center console screen, helping you to park and maneuver more easily.††

*Available as standard on HSE LUX.
**Not available on LR2.
Additional charges apply. Please contact your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.

†

These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.
Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.

††
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With a raft of safety systems, the Land Rover LR2 has been built to take almost anything life throws at it.
Firstly, its strong monocoque body and inner body cell, both of which are protected by crumple zones, are
designed to absorb energy on impact.
Then, high-strength steel has been used in the build of the body and dual-phase steel is found in key
components such as the front windscreen pillars and lower side sills. The Land Rover LR2 also has seven airbags
fitted as standard on all vehicles. Such technologies help to create a safety cell providing improved protection.*

Vehicle shown above is HSE in Indus Silver.
Vehicles shown left are Santorini Black, Orkney Gray and Firenze Red.
*Please remember that the safety belts in a Land Rover vehicle constitute the primary protection system for driver and passengers in collisions.
Airbags are not designed to deploy in all collisions. The airbag Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) is a supplement to the safety belts and is designed
to work as a system with the safety belts. Although airbags provide additional protection, airbags without safety belts do not provide optimal protection
in a crash. Always wear your safety belts. Children younger than 13 years old should always be properly restrained in a back seat, away from airbags.
Never place an infant seat in the front seat.
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SPECIFICATION

Another level of individuality.
The Land Rover LR2 allows you
to personalize your vehicle, the
following pages take you through
a logical series of steps to make
it a true expression of your
individuality. You have several
choices: from selecting your
model and exterior and interior
colors to wheels, facia inserts
and those detailed touches that
define your style.
If you’d like more information or
to try our online configurator, go
to LandRoverUSA.com
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Compare the standard features on
each model.

There’s a wide range of colors to
enable you to express yourself.

There’s a range of styles,
each one designed
to complement the
bold exterior.
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Choose your interior Choose your options
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Technical Details

Accessories
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Carefully selected
colors complemented
by fascia inserts. You can
personalize your own
interior space.

Additional options can enhance
your personal requirements.

The latest innovations that make
your vehicle a pleasure to drive.

Technical information and data
for dimensions, performance
and specifications.

A range of stylish and practical
accessories. You can tailor your
vehicle to your specific needs.
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THE LR2 ENGINE
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DRIVELINE, ENGINE PERFORMANCE AND FUEL ECONOMY
The 2.0 liter four-cylinder engine provides state-of-the-art turbocharged efficiency
with the refinement and performance of a six-cylinder while delivering the fuel economy
of a four-cylinder.
THE LR2 ENGINE

2.0L TURBOCHARGED I-4

2.0L TURBOCHARGED I-4
Driveline
Power (bhp)
Torque (ft.lb)

Four Wheel Drive (4WD)
240
250

Maximum torque (rpm)

1,750

Capacity (cc)

1,999

No. of cylinders

4

Cylinder layout

In-line

Visit LandRoverUSA.com for more information.
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STEP 1 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL – CHOICES

LAND ROVER LR2

Each model has a choice of unique features. This guide will help
you select your ideal Land Rover LR2. On the following pages
you'll see the standard features for each model.
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*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature
under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that
these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your
local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.
**Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the
navigation or multimedia systems under conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others.
Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so.

• 2.0 liter four-cylinder turbocharged engine with 240
horsepower and 250 lb-ft torque
• Six-speed automatic transmission with CommandShift©
• Permanent intelligent all-wheel drive with four wheel
Electronic Traction Control (4ETC)
• 18 inch alloy wheels with Tire Pressure
Monitoring System
• Grille bars in Silver Light Atlas with Gloss Black
grille surround
• Terrain Response® system*
• Leather steering wheel with integrated controls for audio,
information cluster, phone and cruise control
• Auto dimming interior mirror
• Automatic headlamps
• Six-way power driver seat and four-way power front
passenger seat

• Grained Leather seats
• Rear parking aid*
• Panoramic sunroof with power sliding front and fixed rear
openings
• Meridian™ 380W 11 speaker AM/FM stereo with
single-disc CD changer and auxiliary audio connection
• Keyless entry
• Seven-inch full color Infotainment Capacitive
Touch-screen**
• Bluetooth® connectivity
• USB / iPod® / AUX input connectivity.

LAND ROVER LR2 HSE LUX

Includes the content of LR2 plus:

Includes the content of LR2 HSE plus:

• Rear view camera*
• Power adjustable, heated exterior mirrors with
approach lamps, memory function
and auto-dipping in reverse gear
• Xenon headlamps with LED signature, daytime
running lights, and automatic headlamp leveling
• Front map reading lamps
• Front footwell lamps
• Driver seat memory
• HomeLink®.

• Premium Audio System – Meridian™ 825W Surround
Sound with 17 speakers
• Premium seating package – premium Windsor leather
seats with double contrast stitch
• Eight-way power driver seat and six-way power front
passenger seat
• Premium carpet mats.

STEP 1 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL

LAND ROVER LR2 HSE
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STEP 1 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL – STANDARD FEATURES

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

Six-speed Automatic Transmission

4

4

4

Four wheel drive (4WD)

4

4

4

Bright trim in front grille surround

4

4

4

Bright tailgate finisher strip

4

4

Brakes – front and rear discs

4

4

4

4

Twin tailpipes

4

4

Electric Parking Brake (EPB)

4

4

4

4

Glass and Exterior Mirrors

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)*
Cornering Brake Control (CBC)*

4

4

4

Power adjustable, heated exterior mirrors

4

4

4

4

4

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)*

4

4

4

Power adjustable, heated exterior mirrors with approach lamps,
memory function and auto-dipping in reverse gear

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

4

4

4

Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)*

4

4

4

ENGINE TRANSMISSION, SUSPENSION AND DRIVING DYNAMICS

Electronic Traction Control (ETC)*

EXTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHERS (CONTINUED)

4

4

4

Gradient Release Control (GRC)*

4

4

4

Hill Descent Control (HDC®)*

4

4

4

Coil suspension – independent, front and rear

4

4

4

Terrain Response *

4

4

4

®

EXTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHERS
Roof and Exterior Styling
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4

4

Electric side windows with one-touch open/close

4

4

4

Windscreen wash/wipe system with variable intermittent function

4

4

4

Heated rear windscreen

4

4

4

Rain sensing windscreen wipers

4

4

4

Rear windscreen wash/wipe system with variable intermittent function

4

4

4

Rear privacy glass

4

4

4

4

4

Daytime running lights (DRL’s)

4

4

4

Headlamps and Lighting
Front map reading lamps
Automatic headlamps

4

4

4

Body colored door handles

4

4

4

Front fog lamps

4

4

4

Body colored mirror caps

4

4

4

Front footwell lamps

4

4

Body colored headlamp powerwash

4

4

4

Halogen headlamps

Full body colored rear bumper valance

4

4

4

Xenon headlamps with LED signature (includes headlamp powerwash)

Body colored sill covers

4

4

4

Paint

Tailgate spoiler

4

4

4

Solid paint

Electric sunroof (tilt/slide front glass)

4

4

4

Wheels and Wheel Options

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

18 inch ten-spoke

4

4

4

18 inch temporary spare wheel

4

4

4

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

4

4

4

*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.
Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

SEATING, INTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHERS

HSE

HSE LUX

Remote control central locking with dealer programmable
drive-away locking

4

4

4

Driver and passenger airbags (driver and front passenger)*

4

4

4

Driver knee airbags*

4

4

4

Row one and two head curtain airbags*

4

4

4

Roll Stability Control (RSC)**

4

4

4

Seat belts – front pre-tensioners with load limiters

4

4

4

Three point seat belt – all seats

4

4

4

Front height adjustable seat belts

4

4

4

Perimetric alarm**

4

4

4

4

4

4

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Six-way / four-way electric grained leather seats

4

4

4

60:40 folding rear seats

4

4

4

Electric driver lumbar support

4

4

4

Driver seat memory

4

4

Rear seat Lower Anchor Tether for Children (LATCH)

4

4

4

Rear child seat top tethers

4

4

4

4

4

4

Rear center armrest (including rear storage compartment
with two cupholders)

4

4

4

Second row rear center headrest

4

4

4

Manual steering column

4

4

4

Leather steering wheel with multi-functional controls

4

4

4

Dark Chestnut (wood effect)

4

4

4

Silver element (metallic)

4

Steering Wheel

Interior Fascia Inserts

CONVENIENCE FEATURES
Rear parking aid**
Rear view camera**
Cruise control**

4

HomeLink®

4

4

4

4

4

4

INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

Interior Features

Seven-inch color Touch-screen†

4

4

4

Driver and passenger sunvisor

4

4

4

Auxiliary power sockets (front, rear and loadspace)

4

4

4

Covered front center console storage compartment

4

4

4

MP3 compatible audio disc

4

4

4

Two front cup holders

4

4

4

Instrument cluster with five-inch TFT (Thin Film Transistor) display

4

4

4

Front and rear carpet mats

4

4

4

Single USB style charging point

4

4

4

Auto-dimming interior mirror

4

4

Single USB iPod® connectivity

4

4

4

4

Meridian™ Audio System (380W) with 11 speakers

4

4

4

Bluetooth® phone connection†

4

4

4

Auto-dimming interior mirror with humidity control
Push button start

4

4

4

Front and rear grab handles

4

4

4

Illuminated vanity mirrors

4

4

4

Climate control – automatic with air filtration

4

4

4

4

4

Loadspace cover

STEP 1 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL

Seating

Front armrest (seat mounted)

LR2

*Please remember that the safety belts in a Land Rover vehicle constitute the primary protection system for driver and passengers in collisions. Airbags are not designed to deploy in all collisions. The airbag Supplemental Restraint System (SRS)
is a supplement to the safety belts and is designed to work as a system with the safety belts. Although airbags provide additional protection, airbags without safety belts do not provide optimal protection in a crash. Always wear your safety
belts. Children younger than 13 years old should always be properly restrained in a back seat, away from airbags. Never place an infant seat in the front seat.
**These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of
judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.
†
Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the navigation or multimedia systems under conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others. Only use mobile phones and other devices,
even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so.
iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.
The Bluetooth® wordmark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Land Rover is under license.
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STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR COLOR
Body Color
Fuji White

Indus Silver

Additional charges apply. Please contact your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.

†
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Visit LandRoverUSA.com for more information.

Zanzibar†

Orkney Gray

Mauritius Blue†

Body Color
Firenze Red†

Aintree Green†

Loire Blue

Santorini Black†

Barolo Black†

STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR COLOR
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STEP 3 CHOOSE YOUR WHEELS

18 INCH TEN-SPOKE

19 INCH TEN-SPOKE
’STYLE 1’

OPTION CODE

19 INCH TEN-SPOKE ‘STYLE 2’
WITH GLOSS BLACK FINISH

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

WHEELS
18 inch ten-spoke

029QD

4

4

4

19 inch ten-spoke ’Style 1’

029QE

8

8

8

19 inch ten-spoke ’Style 2’ with Gloss Black finish††

029TL

8†

8†

–

4 Standard 8 Optional – Not Available

*Not available in US **Not available in Canada †Available with Option Package only
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Visit LandRoverUSA.com for more information.

Included in Black Pack ∆Included in Silver Pack.

††

19 INCH TEN-SPOKE DIAMOND ’STYLE 2‘
TURNED WITH ANTHRACITE FINISH

OPTION CODE

STEP 3 CHOOSE YOUR WHEELS

19 INCH TEN-SPOKE ’STYLE 2’
DIAMOND TURNED WITH
CONTRAST PAINT FINISH

19 INCH SEVEN SPLIT-SPOKE

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

WHEELS
19 inch ten-spoke ’Style 2’ Diamond Turned with Contrast Paint finish

029PN

8

8

8

19 inch ten-spoke ‘Style 2’ Diamond Turned with Anthracite finish*

029ST

8

–

–

029MG

     8†

     8†

–

19 inch seven split-spoke**∆
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STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR
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STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR – FASCIA INSERT CHOICES

STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR

SILVER ELEMENT*

DARK CHESTNUT**

*Optional fascia. Included in Silver Pack **Standard fascia †Optional fascia. Included in Black Pack.

GRAND BLACK LACQUER†
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STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR – SEAT MATERIALS

Owning a Land Rover LR2 is an expression of your individuality. It can readily accommodate different tastes and needs
without compromising on finish. Seats are available in a choice of materials: Grained leather or premium Windsor leather.
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STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR

GRAINED LEATHER
Standard on LR2 and HSE

PREMIUM WINDSOR LEATHER
Standard on HSE LUX
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COLOR AND TRIM MATRIX

COLORWAYS

ALMOND/ALMOND

EBONY/EBONY

EBONY/IVORY

(page 40)

(page 41)

(page 42)

EBONY/TAN
(page 43)

INTERIOR COLOR
Seat color

Almond

Ebony

Ivory

Tan

Carpet

Nutmeg or Ebony

Ebony

Ebony

Ebony

Side bolsters/center panel

Almond/Almond

Ebony/Ebony

Ebony/Ivory

Ebony/Tan

LR2 (Grained leather)

6

6

–

–

HSE (Grained leather)

6

6

–

–

HSE LUX (Premium Windsor leather)

–

6

6

6

Silver Element

6

6

6

6

Dark Chestnut

6

6

6

6

Grand Black Lacquer†

6

6

6

6

Fuji White

6

6

˘

6

Indus Silver

6

6

6

6

Zanzibar†

6

˘

6

˘

Orkney Gray

6

˘

6

6

Mauritius Blue†

6

˘

6

6

Firenze Red†

6

˘

6

–

Aintree Green†

6

6

6

6

MODEL

FACIA INSERTS

EXTERIOR COLOR

Loire Blue

6

˘

6

6

Santorini Black

˘

6

˘

˘

Barolo Black†

6

˘

6

˘

†

˘
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Combination is Designer’s Choice 6 Combination is Available – Not Available.

The above table is designed as a guide. Please contact your nearest Land Rover Retailer for more information.
†
Additional charges apply. Please contact your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.

STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR
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STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR – CHOICES
Almond / Almond (available on LR2, HSE)
Seat

Almond

Fascia Insert

Silver Element

Dark Chestnut

Grand Black Lacquer

Interior shown: Grained leather interior in Almond/Almond with Almond seats and Silver Element fascia insert.
This interior is available in: Grained leather on LR2 and HSE models.
Also available with Ebony carpet.
For specific colorway options please refer to page 38.
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Ebony / Ebony (available on LR2, HSE, HSE LUX)
Seat

Ebony

STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR

Fascia Insert

Silver Element

Dark Chestnut

Grand Black Lacquer

Interior shown: Premium Windsor leather interior in Ebony/Ebony, with Ebony seats and Grand Black Lacquer fascia insert.
This interior is available in: Grained leather on LR2 and HSE models, premium Windsor leather on HSE LUX models.
For specific colorway options please refer to page 38.
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STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR – CHOICES
Ebony / Ivory (available on HSE LUX)
Seat

Ivory

Fascia Insert

Silver Element

Dark Chestnut

Grand Black Lacquer

Interior shown: Premium Windsor leather interior in Ebony/Ivory with Ivory seats and Grand Black Lacquer fascia insert.
This interior is available in: Premium Windsor leather on HSE LUX models.
For specific colorway options please refer to page 38.
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Ebony / Tan (available on HSE LUX)
Seat

Tan

STEP 4 CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR

Fascia Insert

Silver Element

Dark Chestnut

Grand Black Lacquer

Interior shown: Premium Windsor leather interior in Ebony/Tan with Tan seats and Dark Chestnut fascia insert.
This interior is available in: Premium Windsor leather on HSE LUX models.
For specific colorway options please refer to page 38.
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STEP 5 CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS

Exterior Features and Finishers
OPTION CODE

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

8

PAINT
Santorini Black metallic paint

005BC

8

8

Extended global paint palette

005BD

8

8

8

Premium paint palette

005BU

8

8

8

Wheels and Wheel Options
OPTION CODE

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

18 inch ten-spoke

029QD

4

4

4

19 inch seven split-spoke (1) (2)

029MG

–

–

–

19 inch ten-spoke ’Style 1’

029QE

8

8

8

19 inch ten-spoke ’Style 2’ Diamond Turned with Contrast Paint finish

029PN

–

–

–

19 inch ten-spoke ‘Style 2’ with Gloss Black finish (1)

029TL

–

8

8

Information, Communication and Entertainment
OPTION CODE

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

Meridian™ Surround Sound Audio System (825W) with 17 speakers

025LN

8

8

4

Sirius Satellite Radio® and HD Radio™ (3)

025LA

8

8

8

Hard disk navigation system (includes voice control) (4)

087AA

8

8

8

4 Standard 8 Optional Δ No Cost Option – Not Available.

(1) Available with Option Package only.
(2) Not Available in Canada.
(3) Subscriptions governed by Sirius Terms and Conditions available at Sirius.com. Service available in the 48 contiguous United States and D.C.Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries.
(4) Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the navigation or multimedia systems under conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others. Only use mobile phones and other devices,
even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so.
(5) Available with 19 inch ten-spoke wheels in Canada only.
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Visit LandRoverUSA.com for more information.

Seating, Interior Features and Finishers
OPTION CODE

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

033BB

8

8

8

088GG

4

Δ

Δ

088EX

8

8

8

OPTION CODE

LR2

HSE

HSE LUX

Climate Comfort Pack – consists of heated front seats, heated steering wheel
and heated windscreen including heated washer jets

072AH

8

8

8

Black Pack – consists of Gloss Black grille surround and bars, bonnet and
tailgate lettering and side vents, hard disk navigation system and 19 inch Gloss
Black finish wheels (2)

032EI

–

8

8

Silver Pack – consists of Hard disk navigation system, 19 inch seven split-spoke
wheels (5), front and rear apron, lower door claddings, twin tailpipes and Silver
Element Trim finisher

032EK

–

8

8

HSE LUX Silver Pack – consists of Hard disk navigation system, 19" 10 spokes
alloy wheels, front and rear apron, lower door claddings, twin tailpipes with
bright finishers and Silver trim finisher (only on HSE LUX)

032EM

–

–

–

Audio Upgrade – consists of Meridian™ Surround Sound Audio System (825W)
with 17 speakers and Sirius Satellite Radio® and HD Radio™ (3)

016AB

8

8

8

Premium Pack – consists of 19" alloy wheel with dark paint finish, heated front seats
and steering wheel, rear privacy glass, front fog lights, body coloured rear bumper
and headlight powerwash jets, sill covers and doord handles. Eight-ways/six-ways
electric seats and premium carpet

074NT

8

–

–

SEATING
Heated front seats (1)
INTERIOR FASCIA INSERTS
Silver Element (metallic effect)
Grand Black Lacquer (including steering wheel switch pack
and interior front door grabs)

Option Packs

STEP 5 CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS
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KEY FEATURES
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Climate Control

Center Console Storage

The versatile rear loadspace can be expanded by folding the 60:40 split rear seats
to provide a flat load floor, and up to 58.9 cubic feet of space. With 39.4 inches
between the wheel arches there’s always room for more awkward loads.

Standard dual-zone climate control, with pollen filter, humidity sensor maintains
fresh air in the cabin, keeping you and your passengers comfortable whatever
the weather.

The rear of the center console features an additional storage box for small items,
a 3.5mm auxiliary socket for MP3 players and a power socket, which can be used
to recharge PCs and other low-wattage electrical equipment.

Steering Wheel Controls

Front Seat and Trim Materials

Convenience Features

Steering wheel mounted controls at your fingertips for ultimate ease of use.
Depending on the model, the intuitive technologies available cover cruise control,
the audio system, Say-What-You-See (SWYS) Voice Activation* and hands-free
telephone operation. The Land Rover LR2 comes standard with Bluetooth®
connectivity. You’ll be able to make and take telephone calls via the vehicle’s
audio system (subject to telephone compatibility). Optional† Say-What-You-See
(SWYS) Voice Activation* is a useful technology which helps the driver to use and
interact more easily with the Land Rover LR2 by displaying voice commands on
the seven-inch color Touch-screen.**

The standard trim colors are available in Ebony and Almond. The driver’s seat
provides excellent support with standard six-way adjustment.

Life with the Land Rover LR2 is so practical thanks to thoughtful technology.
Features include: an electrochromatic rear view mirror for automatically
minimizing the dazzle of headlamps at night. There are rain sensing wipers
and twin map lights conveniently located in the roof console above the rear
view mirror.

*Not available with Navigation Systems in all markets. Please contact your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for details. **Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the navigation or multimedia systems
under conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so. †Additional charges apply. Please contact your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Land Rover is under license.

KEY FEATURES

Loadspace
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Electric Sunroof

Terrain Response®

Passive Start and Start/Stop Button

The standard electric sunroof – with a fixed rear section and electric tilting/
sliding front section – adds to the feeling of lightness and airiness within
the cabin. The glass is specially formulated to filter the sun’s infrared rays,
providing light without unpleasant heat. Both sections also include a
convenient blind.

Land Rover’s renowned Terrain Response® system* adds to the breadth of
capability of the Land Rover LR2. Any of the four programs – General Driving,
Grass/Gravel/Snow, Mud and Ruts or Sand – can be easily selected. In addition
all vehicles are fitted with Hill Descent Control (HDC®) and Land Rover’s
Gradient Release Control systems.*

The convenient Passive Start system automatically detects the close proximity
of the key, allowing use of the Start/Stop button without the key being docked
in the vehicle.

Satellite Navigation

Rear View Camera

In-Car Entertainment

The optional† satellite navigation system, with a seven-inch color Touch-screen,
easy-to-use menu and extensive point-of-interest database, makes finding your
destination as simple as possible.**

The Rear View Camera†† helps reversing by displaying a wide-angled rearward
view from the vehicle on the center console screen. To aid maneuverability,
lines representing the vehicle’s predicted path are superimposed on the image.*

An outstanding choice of in-car entertainment systems all with USB compatibility:
Meridian™ is the ultimate audio specialist and creates sound just as the artist
intended by benchmarking acoustic performance against real musical instruments.
The Meridian™ Surround Sound System provides a perfect stereo image for each
occupant and produces a natural, enveloping concert-like experience.

*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature under all circumstances, speeds,
weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the
owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.
**Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the navigation or multimedia systems under conditions that will
affect your safety or the safety of others. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so.
†
Additional charges apply. Please contact your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.
Δ
Subscriptions governed by Sirius Terms and Conditions available at Sirius.com. Service available in the 48 contiguous United States and D.C.Sirius, XM and all
related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries.

Note: Sirius Satellite RadioΔ is available on the Land Rover LR2.

CommandShift®

Performance with Efficiency

The remote control includes the following functions: locking and unlocking of the
doors and tailgate, a 30 second courtesy headlamp delay and activation of alarm.

The six-speed automatic transmission with CommandShift® is standard.
CommandShift provides manual sequential gear changes and Sport mode
for an even livelier performance.

The 2.0 liter four-cylinder engine provides state-of-the-art turbocharged
efficiency with refinemen and the performance of a six-cylinder while delivering
the fuel economy of a four-cylinder.

Safety*

Stability Control Systems**

Headlamps

High-strength steel is used to construct a strong monocoque body and inner
safety cell protected by front and rear energy absorbent crumple zones.
Seven airbags are fitted as standard on all vehicles. There are separate driver
and front passenger airbags for head and chest protection as well as side
airbags for side impact protection. Full-length curtain airbags are designed to
provide head impact and rollover ejection protection for all occupants. The
Land Rover LR2 also features a driver’s inflatable knee airbag for additional
lower body protection.

The Land Rover LR2 comes with a host of stability control systems as standard,
designed to enhance traction by reducing engine torque and applying a unique
braking force to each individual wheel where driving conditions dictate. They
include: Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD),
Emergency Brake Assist (EBA), Cornering Brake Control (CBC), Electronic Traction
Control (ETC), Dynamic Stability Control (DSC), Trailer Stability Assist (TSA) and
Roll Stability Control (RSC).

There are two types of headlamp available: Standard Halogen headlamps with
impact-resistant polycarbonate lenses or optional† automatic Xenon headlamps
with automatic headlamp leveling and a signature LED light design.

*Please remember that the safety belts in a Land Rover vehicle constitute the primary protection system for driver and passengers in collisions. Airbags are not designed to deploy in all collisions. The airbag Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) is a supplement
to the safety belts and is designed to work as a system with the safety belts. Although airbags provide additional protection, airbags without safety belts do not provide optimal protection in a crash. Always wear your safety belts. Children younger than 13 years
old should always be properly restrained in a back seat, away from airbags. Never place an infant seat in the front seat. **These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not feature under all circumstances, speeds,
weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details. †Additional charges apply. Please contact
your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.
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DIMENSIONS AND CAPABILITIES

Width 78.9 inches mirrors folded
Width 86.4 inches mirrors out

Height
68.5 inches

Wheelbase 104.7 inches

Front wheel track 63.0 inches

Obstacle Clearance

Rear wheel track 63.5 inches

Below front differential 8.3 inches
Below rear differential 10.5 inches

Standard Ride Height

Overall length 177.1 inches

With roof rails 72.1 inches
With roof rails and crossbars fitted 72.8 inches
With roof pod 69.5 inches
With sunroof open 69.8 inches

Loadspace Capacity
Rear seats upright
Height 34.8 inches, Width 49.1 inches
Loadspace volume 26.7 cu.ft
Loadspace width between arches 39.4 inches
Length at floor 36 inches
Rear seats folded
Height 34.8 inches, Width 49.1 inches
Loadspace volume 58.9 cu.ft
Loadspace width between arches 39.4 inches
Length at floor 61.8 inches

Headroom
Turning Circle

A

B

A

B

C

Approach Angle
31°

Ramp Angle
23°

Departure Angle
34°

Maximum headroom with electric sunroof
40.2 inches

Curb-to-curb 37.1 ft
Wall-to-wall 37.9 ft
Turns lock-to-lock 2.6

*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will
not feature under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.
Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving.
Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.
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Visit LandRoverUSA.com for more information.

C

Wading Depth*
Maximum wading depth 19.7 inches

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

PERFORMANCE AND KEY DATA

2.0L TURBOCHARGED I-4
ENGINE DATA
Capacity (cc)

2.0L TURBOCHARGED I-4
WEIGHTS (lb)
Weight from

3,913

No. of cylinders

4

Gross vehicle weight*

5,523

Valves per cylinder

4

Maximum mass on each axel (front)**

2,888

In-line

Maximum mass on each axel (rear)**

2,998

Cylinder layout

1,999

Bore (inches)

3.4

Stroke (inches)

3.3

Compression ratio (:1)

10

Maximum power bph @ rpm

240 @ 5,500

Maximum torque ft.lb @ rpm

250 @ 1,750

Front type
Front diameter (inches)
Rear type
Rear diameter (inches)
Park brake type
Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)

Ventilated Disc
12.4
Ventilated Disc
11.9
Electronic Parking Brake
4

*Including fluids, 90% fuel and 165lbs driver.
**Not additive.
†
If towing for commercial gain, please refer to your Land Rover Retailer for information relating to digital tachograph installation.
††
Always obey legal speed limits.

Maximum towing†

3,500

Unbraked trailer

1,650

Maximum trailer nose weight

330

Maximum mass of vehicle and
trailer combination (GTW)

9,932

DIMENSIONS AND CAPABILITIES / TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION / PERFORMANCE AND KEY DATA

BRAKES

TOWING (lb)

ROOF CARRYING (lb)
Maximum roof load
(including roof rails/bars)

165

Maximum payload
(including driver 165lbs)

1,213

PERFORMANCE
Maximum speed mph††

124

Acceleration 0-60mph in seconds††

8.2
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Aqua Sports Carrier*
VPLGR0107

Luggage Box*
VPLVR0062

Ski/Snowboard Holder*
LR006849

Tilts to facilitate easy loading and unloading. Carries one surfboard, kiteboard or
sailboard and mast, or one canoe or kayak. Load capacity 99.2lbs.**

Gloss Black finish. Opens from both sides. Lockable for security.
External dimensions: 68.9 inches long, 32.3inches wide, 17.7inches high.
Volume 410 liters. Maximum payload 165.3lbs.†

Carries four pairs of skis or two snowboards. Incorporates slider rails
for easy loading. Lockable for security. Maximum payload 79.4lbs.†

Luggage Carrier*
LR006848

Raised Roof Rails and Cross Brace Kit*
Sunroof vehicles – LR007220
Sunroof vehicles – LR006608
Maximum payload 165.3lbs.† Vehicle height when fitted 72.0 inches.
Crossbars not included.

Roof Mounted Bike Carrier
VPLFR0091

Load capacity 125.66lbs** on roof rails and cross bar†.

Easily removed when not in use. Vehicle height when fitted 72.9 inches. Maximum
payload 158.2lbs.† Vehicle must have accessory Raised Roof Rails and Cross Brace
Kit fitted. Shown above, sold separately.
*Roof Rails and Crossbars are required for all Land Rover roof mounted accessories. Objects placed above the roof mounted satellite antenna may reduce
the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted.
**Load capacity is minus roof mounted accessory weight. †Maximum payload equals the load capacity of the roof mounted accessory.

ACCESSORIES

Cross Bars*
LR002417

Lockable bike carrier designed for holding a single bike. Raised Roof Rails and
Cross Bar Kit will accommodate up to three bike carriers.* Load capacity 44lbs.**

ACCESSORIES
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Fixed Side Steps
LR002773

Side Protection Tube – Stainless Steel
LR003318

Side Protection Tube – Black
LR003840

Tow-Hitch Receiver
LR007482
Tow your boat or trailer with help from this sturdy, lockable hitch receiver. Handles
up to 3,500lbs trailer load capacity and a 330lbs tongue weight capacity.

Bright Finish Mirror Caps*
Uppers – VPLMB0041

Body Side Moldings
LR002791

Drawbar and Adapt-a-ball Kit
LR006441
Working in conjunction with the Tow-Hitch Receiver, this accessory includes a
12.5 inch tow bar, three different sized adapt-a-balls and a locking pin in a
sturdy carrying case. Requires the Tow-Hitch Receiver.

*Fitment compatible with certain derivatives, please speak to your local Land Rover Retailer.
†
Adhesive required (STC50551)
Please see your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.

Bright Finish Mirror Caps*†
Uppers – VUB503880MMM
Lowers – LR003905

ACCESSORIES

Heat Shield
VPLFT0096 (not shown)
Required to install with Tow Hitch Receiver (LR007482).

Replaces original body colored Mirror Caps.

ACCESSORIES

Bumper Styling Cover
Petrol – VPLFB0099

Stainless Steel Undershield
VPLFT0004

Stainless Steel Rear Bumper Tread Plate
VPLFB0040
Stainless Steel Tailgate Latch Finisher
VPLFB0039 – (also shown)

Front Mudflaps
LR003324
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Rear Mudflaps
LR003322

Snow Traction System
LR005169

19 inch ten-spoke with Shadow Chrome finish
LR002804

For 18 inch front wheel only.

Rim only. Center caps available separately.
For the full range of accessory wheels visit LandRoverUSA.com

Front and Rear Sill Tread Plate Kit
LR002525

Waterproof Seat Covers
Almond*

Waterproof Seat Covers
Ebony*

Coat Hanger
VPLVS0167

Finished in highly polished stainless steel.

Front Seats VPLFS0107SVA
Rear Seats (without armrest)
VPLFS0109SVA**
Rear Seats (with armrest)
VPLFS0110SVA

Front Seats VPLFS0107PVJ
Rear Seats (without armrest)
VPLFS0109PVJ**
Rear Seats (with armrest)
VPLFS0110PVJ

Rear seat facing, attaches to the head restraint parts.
Maximum load capacity 6lbs.

Nutmeg Carpet Mats
VPLAS0200SVB

Ebony Carpet Mats
VPLAS0200PVJ

Rubber Mat Set
VPLFS0251

Center Armrest Cooler/Warmer Box
VPLVS0176
Drink and food cabinet featuring leather covered top. Held in place by the center
seat belt and powered from the rear auxiliary socket.

Please see your authorized Land Rover Retailer for details.

ACCESSORIES

*Protects seats from mud, dirt and wear and tear. Machine washable. Includes headrest and armrest covers. Colors may differ from actual product.
**Not compatible with large rear head restraints.

ACCESSORIES

Cargo Divider
LR002522

Rigid Loadspace Protector
LR002424

Loadspace Rubber Mat
LR002516

Separates cargo space into two protected sections. Lockable outer gate
on one side. Must be fitted with Cargo Barrier (LR002521).

Semi-rigid protector. Black plastic loadspace protector. May be used in
conjunction with cargo barriers.

Waterproof with retaining lip and non-slip surface.

Rear Bumper Protector Cover
VPLVS0179

Flexible Loadspace Protector
VPLFS0014

Cargo Net
LR003852

Protects the rear bumper from scuffs and scratches when loading.

Heavy duty fabric protects loadspace up to window height.
Covers loadspace floor with second row seats folded.

Secured to rear of second row seating.

Cargo Barrier
LR002521
Easily removed.
Cargo Barrier – Half Height
VPLFS0146 – (not shown)

Load Retention Net
VUB503130
Utilises loadspace tie down points. Includes floor net and two ratchet
straps. Strap length approximately 78.7 inches.
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Seat Back Stowage
Premium – VPLVS0181
Standard – VPLVS0182 (not shown)

Ratchet Strap
CAR500010
Nylon tie strap for securing items to the Crossbars and Luggage
Carrier. 16.4ft long, 0.8 inches wide. Supplied individually.
Towing Mirror Extension
VPLVT0080
Tow Recovery Strap
STC8919AA
Includes storage bag that can be attached as a warning flag
to the strap. 1,363lbs maximum load capacity.
Electric Cool Bag
VUP100140L
Powered by the 12 volt auxiliary socket. Thermostatically controlled temperature.
Easy clean interior surface. Height 15.0 inches, length 15 inches, width 13.7 inches.
Volume 14 liters.

Ski Bag
VPLGS0166

iPad® Holder
VPLVS0165

Carries up to two pairs of skis and poles up to 70.8 inches long. Features
removable shoulder straps.

Fits from iPad® 2 onwards.

Collapsible Cargo Carrier
EEA500050PVJ
The collapsible Cargo Carrier keeps items from shifting during
transport with two durable straps.
Front Screen Shade
VPLFY0067
Reflects the sun’s rays and helps to keep the interior of your vehicle cool.
Bulb Kit
VPLFV0089
Warning Triangle
KCC500021
Touch-up Paints
A comprehensive range of touch-up paint sticks and aerosols to help your
Land Rover LR2 look as good as new despite those minor chips and scrapes.
Please contact your Land Rover Retailer for further details.

iPad® 1 Holder
VPLVS0164 (not shown)

Body colored Door Handles
Primed Door Handle* – LR006876
Emergency Snow Traction Aid
VPLVW0073
For use on the front wheels only.
Tire Pressure Gauge
VPLVW0077
Styled Valve Caps
Land Rover – LR027560
Union Jack – LR027664
Black Jack – LR027666
Wheel Nuts – Black
VPLVW0070
Set of 20 wheel nuts, especially suitable for use with Gloss Black finish wheels.
Locking Wheel Nuts – Black
VPLVW0072
Black locking wheel nuts provide added security for your valuable wheels.

ACCESSORIES

*Please see your Land Rover Retailer for advice on paint finishing these accessories in your chosen color.
iPad® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The colors reproduced here are subject to the limitations of the printing process and may therefore
vary slightly from the actual vehicle. The company reserves the right to alter or withdraw any color finish without notice.
Certain specifications are built to customer special order.
For delivery availability information, please consult your Land Rover Retailer. Some of these colors may not be obtainable
in your country. Please check availability with your Land Rover Retailer. This publication is for international usage and while
Land Rover takes the utmost care in ensuring that all the details in the publication are correct at time of printing, we are
constantly striving for improvements, and therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice.
Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and
not all products are available in every market. Some vehicles may be shown with accessories or optional equipment fitted.
These products vary from market to market. Please consult your Land Rover Retailer who will be pleased to advise you on
current specifications. Retailers are not agents of Land Rover and have absolutely no authority to bind Land Rover to any
express or implied undertaking or representation.
Castrol EDGE Professional exclusively recommended by Land Rover.

Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC
555 MacArthur Blvd.
Mahwah, NJ 07430
1-800-FIND-4WD
LandRoverUSA.com
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